to measure performanc:e of woi.·d mar1:i_pv1::,ttion by usage of colors. Three independent variables have been selected as stimuli to measure direct object acquisition. Measurement of color, noun posi tio:n, and verb proxirn:i.. ty will be assessed in connection with subject performance en given tasks.
Twenty preschool children were randomly selected from Towne Carouselle Day School in Portland, Oregon. Subjects were divided in half, each group exposed to one level of verb proximj_ty, two levels of nriun positions and three levels of color.
It was found that 1m.rm colors facilitate the c:~eqi.as1-ticn of direct objects. Brighter cclor hues pr05uced sig~ nificantly greater efficiency in achieving co:...·rect :response~:; on test~questions and less time-elapst:' .for tho~>e re.spon:.:.&s.
Noun position also prove1: to be s.ignificr-; . . nt. }"i.rs t positJon nouns produced more correct responses than third position nouns. Verb proximity created no statistical significance and there was no difference between performances 0f ;:mbjects exposed to level one of verb proximity and performances of subjects exposed to level two of verb proximity. Bec:ause of the trend of color influences for correct responses (warm color >neutral color>-cold color) and the trend of color influences for time-elapse of responses (warm color< neutral color< cold color); more research is needed in the area of testing coJ.or hues as teach.ing tools for presc.hool children.
Further study was suggested for the following: .APPROVED: May 23, 1975 The autho:r. 1·:ishes to ackno'ttlGdf;e the ;:u-;sist.ance of all those who mads this study possi'ole. Specia 
Op er at; j_ ona1 Defj.ni tions
Testing-Procedure
:Dependent. Measures
Hy:pothc;ses •
Impli.cations Summary of studies on noun and verb relationships have shown that preschool children prefer main nouns (direct objects) to occupy the first positions of sente:nces. '.rhere is also evidence suggesting that childrm1 will acquire these nouns more readily if the verb is next to the direct object in sentence pof;ition. Because of the previous findings the author predicts: 1) there will be a main effect of noun position in which first position nouns faciJitate subjects in their tasks of selecting direct objects more tha11 th:i.rd position nouns; 2) there will be a main effect of verb proximity in which verbs next to the main noun will fac:il.i·-tate selection of that direct object more than nouns .in a far verb proximity ..
CH.APTER II
The group of subjects for this study were drawn from a number of preschool children from the ages of three years and five months to four years and five months. Subjects were selected from Towne Carouselle Day School j_n Beaverton, Oregon. Twenty subjects, eleven females and ni:ne males?
were selected at random from the fifty-nine chi.ldren who were born between July, 1970 and June, 1971 . In the random selection, numbers 11 1 11 through "59" were assigned to each one of the group population. Selection of twenty subjects 13 proceeded with the aid of a random numbers The three inde}::endent variables used in this study were color (C), noun position (NP), and verb proximity (VP).
The design was a 3x2x2 three-factor experiment with repeated measures. The three levels of color were warm (Cw), cold (Cc), and neutral (en). There were two levels of noun position, consisting of 1) the direct object i~ the first position (NPf), and 2) the direct object in the third position of the sentence (NPt). The third independent variable was verb proximity. Ten of the subjects were assigned at random to group one and the other half assigned to group two. Group one subjects were exposed to near verb proximity (VPn), and group two subjects were exposed to f'ar verb proximity (VP f).
In this three-factor (Cx. Noun position was defined by manipulation of the position of the direct object within the sentence. In the test sentences the direct object was placed in the first position (NPf) or in the third position (HPt). There was no way to test for far verb proximity with the direct object in the second position, so that condition was omitted.
Verb proximity was defined by manipulation of the distance of the verb from the main noun in the sentence.
The test sentences where the direct object is in a position Small to;ys were the referents for the direct ru1d indirect objects in the test sentences. The six referents for the direct objects were: two warm c;olor objects (red balloon, orange olock), two cold color objects (green crayon, blue comb), ar1d two neutral color objects (grey house, grey key). Dupli.cates of these referents fo:c the warm and cold colors were used, however, their colors were reversed. For example, if a referent was a red balloon then its duplicate was a cold color (blue or green balloon).
Duplicates were used fer the warm and cold colored referents to control for the effects of dirr.ension and shape preferences for certain referents. Half the subjects were exposed to the original warm and cold colored referents and the other half exposed to the duplicates.
The ten referents that represented the indirect objects were as follows: pen, boat, chain, rubberband, telephone, ball, toothbrush, fork, spoon, and watch. These moved it could be determined which of the two objects the child took to be the main noun (direct object) in the sentence. The verbs in the test sentences always implied a sense of t1movement 11 or 11 transport. 11 Each sentence alternated across the verbs: push, !!!.£Yf., or give and referred to a different pair of toys.
Test-Procedures 1 5
The subjects were tested individually in the teacher's room at the Towne Carouselle in Beaverton, Oregon. Subjects 15 on December 15f 1974, a "pilot-test" was administered to six four year old subjects at a day care in ~igard, Oregon. The purpose was to find out if subjects were familiar with the test-toys &YJ.d test-sentences and capable of perf'orming the tasks. Three males and three females were divided into (VP ) and (VP ) groups. Results showed that all subjects werU capable 6f carrying out the test-tasks.
were exposed e:t ther to the forty-eight se1nences for VP n or to the forty-eigi1t sentences fr,r VP f.·· Before hearing a test-sentence, the subjects were asked to name all of the test-toys for name familia:.rj_ty~ In two warm-up sentences subjects were instructed to move one On toy so that it touched another Cn toy. If for some reason a subject moved both of the C toys or refused to move either one, n two replications of warm-up wou1d have been presented. This was not necessary, beco..use all subjects immediately 13 acquired the proced.ure. Subsequently, subjects were tested with the forty-eight sentences. Testing for each S took sixteen minutes. During the period from January ·14th through January 17th five subjects were tested daily.
Dependent Measures
Raw scores consisted of the number of times the subject correctly moved the appropr1ate toy. Scores were totaled for each subject in each of the treatments. Two types of data were totaled. Dichotamous data consisted of the number of correctly moved toys and ~11 §. data consisted of the time-elapsed from sentence exposure to toy manipulation.
Hypotheses
( 1) cw> en' cc Tables IV and V. Results showed a significar~ main effect of color for carrect responses~ Warm col.or treatments produced mor.e correct responses than did neutral and cold color tree,tments. There ·was no significant interaction betwr?en the variables of color, noun position, and verb proximity.
As indicated on Table V , analysis of variances for time-elapse were very similar to correct responses. There was a significant main effect of color. Warm color treatments had less time-elapse responses than did neutral or cold colored treatments. There was a weak significance of Results determined that time-elapse data was indeed normally distributed.
A follow-up analysis was calculated to determine w n c
Interchangeability of direct object referents was necessary in tbe testing procedure. It was felt that these duplicate sets would not be a factor in the data.
A h·rn-tailed t-test for independent means was calculated to determine if there was any difference between the performance of subjects exposed to original referents for warm and cold colored. toys a.11d "the perforrnance of subjects ex- It was found that there was no significant difference in the performances of subjects exposed to original referents for warm and cold. colored toys and subjects exposed to duplicate referents for warm and cold colored toys. that first posi tio:n nouns were significantly g:r:eater i.n facilitating direct object acquisition than third position nouns. There was a nonsignifieant effect of verb proximity.
There was no statistical difference be"t-1'/een ( V1' n) and (VP i') groups.
Whether the relationships of color to the emotional and motor level are due to inherent factors or the result of cultural associations is questionable~ However, warm colors did demonstrate in this experiment that children will select the main noun in a sentence more when warm colors are used than when neutral or cold colors are used.
Further research is needed to determine the direction and magnitude of colors as teaching tool f> .for preschool children.
Implications
This study has demonstrated that color and noun Color, in this study, has been shown to be highly significant in achieving correct performance on given tasks using words and direct objects. More research is needed in assessing warm color hues as teaching tools for preschool children. 
